NEXT-GEN SHOPPING MALL
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

A STELLAR SHOPPING MALL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

MARS is a smart shopping mall management
system based on Big Data.
The system identifies blind spots in mall
management and helps to eliminate them,
thus improving tenant performance.

We named the system MARS
because not so long ago,
possessing data of this level,
being able to analyze it quickly
and, as a result, making accurate
predictions, seemed like
a technology of the future.
Like flying to Mars.

Today, the management of each
shopping mall equipped with
the MARS system receives
current data in real time to govern
the situation and commercial
performance indicators
as effectively and quickly
as possible.

System
Contents

MARS consists of several
task-specific functional
components.

Tenant Success
CRM
360 Audit
GEO Analytics

Visitor Counters
Car Recording
Card Transactions

Tenant Reports

Website
Mobile site
Mobile app
Loyalty program
Kuponator

Cross Navigator
+ navigation inside
SMM
Online store
Search

Analyzed
External
Factors
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2

3

4

5

Surrounding
competitors

Population
density and
profile (age,
purchasing
power) in the
neighboring
districts

Statistics of
potential and
actual
attendance of
all malls in
each district

City
transportation
network, mall
accessibility

Loyalty analysis
and assessment
of the likelihood
of mall
attendance by
residents of
various districts

Analyzed
Internal
Factors

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Mall traffic.
Visitor flow
distribution
by floors and
galleries

Store
attendance,
repeat visits,
synergies

Tenant
turnover

Number
of checks,
average
check,
conversions,
capture rate,
dwell time

Mall revenue
and OCR

Available
space and
tenant mix

Comprehensive
assessment
of the mall /
tenants

Our View

1

2

3

4

KPIs and
“streetlight”
system

Comprehensive
tenant audit and
identification
of challenges /
opportunities

Individual
tenant analysis

Visualization of
problem zones
on mall maps

360 Audit.
Evaluation Criteria
360 Audit is a tenant micro-monitoring
technology built into the MARS system.
It analyzes tenants using 40 indicators
and identifies underperformers.
By working using a case-by-case
approach, the management increases
the overall mall conversion.

Some of
the 40
efficiency
evaluation
criteria

Daily on-site audits help cafes and stores
work better with visitors. Objective
evaluations help tenants maintain an
overall level of quality. When everyone
works better, the entire mall wins.
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Collection completeness
(collection depth / range).
Merchandising (collection
formation / zoning)

Store appearance. Sales
area design (navigation,
POS materials)

Service /
internal
marketing

360 Audit.
Evaluation Results
By applying this technology regularly, the
management can work with tenants more
effectively, stimulate their activity and manage
the key performance indicators of the mall and
each individual tenant.
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Reports available
to tenant clients
after processing
audit results

Providing tenants
with marketing
support
depending on
audit results

Recommendations:
increase in
transactions
number and check
complexity

Resulting
growth of the
mall’s rental
income

1. SUMMARY:
general information
about all malls for
shareholders and
chief executives
ATTENDANCE

ATTENDANCE

ATTENDANCE

ATTENDANCE

ATTENDANCE

TURNOVER

TURNOVER

TURNOVER

TURNOVER

TURNOVER

RENTAL REVENUE OCR

RENTAL REVENUE OCR

RENTAL REVENUE OCR

RENTAL REVENUE OCR

RENTAL REVENUE OCR

1.1. Potential opportunities to
increase the performance of
specific tenants

1.2. Main indicators by key
parameters (attendance,
turnover, rental income — OCR,
space)

1.3. A two-color "traffic light"
for each of the parameters:
red: problem, requires attention;
green: ok

2. “STREETLIGHTS:”
an in-depth view
of the problems

Mall Reports Generator

Mall Maps

Attendance in June 2021 was 1,230,914. The change from the previous year is +286.2%. The 0% threshold was not exceeded

Graphs

The attendance forecast for the rest of the year is 6,851,933, which is 0% different than the plan. The plan is 0 people. Threshold of minus 5% was not exceeded

Graphs

YTY TRAFFIC CHANGE IS WORSE THAN IN PREVIOUS MONTHS: The deviation in attendance in June 2021 from last year was +286.2%. In the previous 2 months,
the similar change to last year was +520.5%, a difference of -234.3 p.p. The threshold of minus 5 p.p. was exceeded

Graphs

Actual mall attendance in June 2021 did not deviate from the forecast more than for other malls. The threshold value of minus 10 p.p. was not exceeded

Graphs

In June 2021, none of the galleries saw a signiﬁcant decrease in the percentage of visitors from the total FootFall compared to the previous month

WEEKLY ATTENDANCE BY YEARS

2.1. Description and digitization
of key KPIs

Data

WEEKLY MALL ATTENDANCE OVER FISCAL YEAR

2.2. A two-color "traffic light"
for each of the KPIs:
red: problem, requires attention;
green: ok

2.3. The system initiates
a request to the managers in
charge asking them to explain
the reason for the problem
and the proposed solution

3. “STREETLIGHTS:”
an example of
deeper problem
specification (1)

Mall Reports Generator

Attendance in June 2021 was 1,230,914. The change from the previous year is +286.2%. The 0% threshold was not exceeded

Attendance

Monthly Mall Attendance

Period

3.1. One specification option is
graphs, charts, etc.

3.2. We know how to track the
impact of different factors on the
indicator. For example, the impact
of weather or marketing activities
on attendance

Mall Maps

Graphs

4. “STREETLIGHTS:”
an example of
deeper problem
specification (2)

Mall Reports Generator

Mall Maps

The average OCR without the hypermarket for the 3 months in January 2020 was +15.3%, the same parameter 3 months ago
was +14.5%, a change from the previous period of +0.8 points. The threshold of minus 2 points was not exceeded

Top brands with max influence on OCR reduction over 3 months

STORE

4.1. Another specification option
is interactive tables

OCR FOR 3 MONTHS (OCT 2019)

OCR FOR 3 MONTHS (JAN 2020)

4.2. In identifying the causes of the
problem, we look at a specific item:
a tenant, galleries, etc.

“LOST” IN RENT

Data

5. MALL MAPS:
tenant parameter
visualization

Choose project

Choose floor

1 floor

OCR increased
OCR decreased

OCR YoY

no changes
no data

Choose brand
Choose space

Delete map

Duplicate map

5.1. We know how to show different
parameters on the mall maps

5.2. Comparison of specific
parameters across several maps
is possible

6. MALL MAPS:
interactive layouts

Choose project

Choose floor

1 floor

over 10%
below 10%

OCR below 10%

JEWELRY STORE

Delete map

Duplicate map

6.1. We know how to find the
needed store on the map

6.2. We can provide detailed
information about a specific store

7. ANALYTICS:
detailed information
about a chosen
brand

STORE 1

C AT E G O R Y

S U B C AT E G O R Y

F L O O R S PA C E

LAST ADDENDUM
E X P I R AT I O N D AT E

Clothes (misc.)

Casual clothes

96,15

Dec 2016

Additional brand information

Collapse

Headquarters

STRON

Price segment

High

Floor

1st floor

Gender

F

Gallery

Gallery SE-2

Moved in the last 12 months?

No

Form of ownership

Owner

Number of stores in the mall

2

Observation start date

2011-01-01

Counteragent and rent information

7.1. Each store has a set:
— product category;
— price segment;
— headquarters, etc.

7.2. We analyze all kinds of
numerical tenant parameters for
different periods (one month, 3
months, year-to-date, etc.)

Show

—
—
—
—
—

turnover;
OCR;
average check;
visibility;
conversion to retail floor
and check, etc.

8. QUICK WIN:
growth potential

1 MONTH

3 MONTHS

1 MONTH

3 MONTHS

12 MONTHS

TURNOVER
OCR

CHECKS
AVG CHECK
CONVERSION INTO STORE
CONVERSION INTO CHECK
CHECKLIST

TIME

CLASSMATES

END-TO-END

TURNOVER
OCR

CHECKS

AVG CHECK
CONVERSION INTO STORE
CONVERSION INTO CHECK

8.1. Each problem is an
opportunity to win. We find such
problems by different parameters
(turnover, OCR, conversions, etc.)
and determine the tenant growth
potential

8.2. We compare the specific store
to the same store in the past,
to similar stores within the same
mall and to stores of the same brand
in other regions. And we identify
best practices in each of these
comparisons

12 MONTHS

9. QUICK WIN:
end-to-end turnover
(example)

Potential

Sportmaster
Potential
Effort
Actual Turnover

11,020,811.00
147%
221,603,272.00

Effort

9.1. We determine a
regional adjustment
factor for turnover for
each product category

9.2. We calculate the
potential turnover for
each brand taking into
account the region

9.3. The system
suggests the possible
reason why the store
performs worse than
it could

9.4. All stores that perform
worse than they could are
ranked by the amount of
effort needed to improve
their performance

10. REPORT
GENERATOR:
tenant analysis
and comparison
over time (1)

Restore previous parameters

Choose year

Choose month

Choose project

Choose category (Chosen points)

Choose floorspace category

Choose headquarters

Shoes (msl.)

Choose brand

Clothes

100 - 150 sq.m

Choose subcategory

Shoes

Choose gallery

Atrium NE-2

Choose gender

FM

Choose price segment

Choose floor

Middle

1st floor

Choose Unit

Choose rental object type

D4

Gallery

Choose ownership type

Owner

MAIN

MONTH

3 MONTHS

YEAR

Rent

Turnover

10.1. A set of filters by all possible
attributes allows to choose the
needed tenant mix

Turnover percentage

10.2. Digital parameter limits
can be defined, allowing to
specify the filtered set

Attendance

10.3. You can view and compare
all possible parameters for the
selected tenants for one month,
3 months, year-to-date, etc.

11. REPORT
GENERATOR:
tenant analysis
and comparison
over time (2)

ANNUAL

END-TO-END

PARAMETRIC

CUSTOM

people

June

Jan

11.1. A set of graphs can be
made for each parameter: annual,
end-to-end, parametric and
customizable

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

11.2. Any graph can be exported
to Excel as a numeric table

Oct

Nov

Dec

12. REPORTS
GENERATOR: analysis
and comparison
of consolidated data
by tenant groups

Store 1

Store 2

Store 3

Period:

Period:

Period:

70.03 m3

70.03 m3

70.03 m3

Category:

Leather accessories & bags

Leather accessories & bags

Leather accessories & bags

Subcategory:

Leather accessories & bags

Leather accessories & bags

Leather accessories & bags

CITY CASE

CITY CASE

CITY CASE

1st floor

1st floor

1st floor

Gallery CE-1

Gallery CE-1

Gallery CE-1

Low

Low

Low

50–100 m2

50–100 m2

50–100 m2

Floorspace:

Headquarters:
Floor:
Gallery:
Price segment:
Floorspace category:

12.1. This tool allows grouping
tenants by projects, categories,
floors, etc.

12.2. For example, you can
compare the “Shoes” category
between different malls; different
categories within one mall;
galleries on a floor, etc.

12.3. Different numerical
indicators can be analyzed and
visualized in graphs over time

13. CHECKLISTS AND
PHOTO REPORTS:
store performance
evaluation by Tenant
Success employees

Checklists report
Choose start and end of period

SUMMARY

Choose project

INFORMATION BY CATEGORIES

TOP WORST

CHECKLIST COMPARISON

ADDITIONAL

Summary of checks over a given period

CATEGORY

TOTAL NUMBER
OF STORES

STORES
CHECKED

STORES WITH MARKS
BELLOW THRESHOLD

SHARE OF STORES WITH
MARKS BELLOW THRESHOLD

NUMBER OF STORES WITH
A “REFUSAL TO BUY” STREETLIGHT

HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES & ELECTRONICS
CHILDREN’S GOODS
HEALTH & BEAUTY
LINGERIE
SHOES
CLOTHES
FOOD
SPECIAL GOODS
SPORTS GOODS
BAGS & SUITCASES
HOMEWARE
JEWELRY

13.1. A Tenant Success employee
evaluates store performance by
many parameters

13.2. Brands or a brand can be
compared across different malls in
terms of their internal performance

14. HEATMAPS:
buyer behavior
analysis

Choose project

Choose parameter

Choose period

Population density

Scale

14.1. We know where our
visitors, potential visitors
or competitors' visitors
live and work

14.2. In which districts
our most and least loyal
visitors live

14.3. How long it
takes our visitors
to get to us

14.4. How likely is it that
residents of a particular
district will shop with us and
not with our competitors, etc.

Advantages
of MARS-based
management
A detailed profile of visitors
and their movement through
the mall and comprehensive
insight into the competitive
environment and
infrastructure influencing
their preferences:
— efficiency analysis for each specific
tenant and solutions for their
commercial performance
optimization;
— automation of management
processes;
— quicker and more efficient
decision-making;
— full control and visual reporting
in real time;
— streamlined document
management system.

MOVE TO MARS
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